A comparison of normal and tangential magnetic field component measurements in biomagnetic investigations.
Because of the way most available hardware gradiometers are designed and in view of the prediction, by theory, that the normal magnetic field component provides all available information on the intrinsic current source, MEG and MCG measurements generally consider only the field vector normal to the head or truck surface. However, when looking for single events, the information contained in the normal component often cannot be fully sampled, because the sensor array has limited dimensions and therefore covers only a fraction of the field's spatial extension. Simulation of a current dipole in a sphere using realistic parameters shows that there is a considerable area where the amplitude of the tangential field components is larger than that of the normal one. Measurements using a 28-channel magnetometer system with normal and tangential pick-up coils and a current dipole in a phantom model confirm this prediction; depending on dipole orientation, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) could improve by a factor of up to 20 if the total field was considered instead of only the normal component. MCG recordings with the same instrument demonstrated a broad area above the heart where the tangential SNR was clearly better than the normal one. Preliminary measurements indicate that tangential components can also be recorded in the MEG; it is suggested that they may help source localisation.